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T H E

FOOL

The Fool represents a person who is about to set 
off on a journey. They are often pictured on a 
high cliff, ready to step into the unknown. They 
make no plans, nor give thought to possible 
complications along the way. Always happy to 
be trying something different, they blindly set 
out where others may fear treading. 

The Fool indicates the asker is about to mark 
a new start in life. It is the beginning of a new 
cycle and there is fresh energy. This card invites 
the asker to tap into optimism, light-heartedness 
and play. Life is an adventure and your potential 
is limitless!

T H E

FOOL
R E V E R S E D

The Fool reversed indicates the asker is on the 
verge of a new beginning, or the launch of a 
long-awaited project, but feels resistant to leap 
forward. They may fear failure and the unknown, 
or worry others will perceive them as unqualified 
or unworthy.

This card also tells the asker to let go of the 
need for control and trust the timing of their 
life. They are encouraged to embrace a child-
like quality, perhaps through engaging in light-
hearted activities and living in the moment.



T H E

MAGICIAN

This card represents new possibilities that will 
make the asker use their talents, originality and 
inventiveness. The Magician reminds us to tap 
into our resourcefulness. The energy of this card 
is very powerful. Considered the ruler of reality, 
the Magician has control over all circumstances. 
Our greatest strength comes from harnessing 
our inner thoughts and beliefs about the world 
and ourselves.

This is a great card to pull if the asker is involved 
in business or financial undertakings, as it 
indicates they have what they need to succeed. 
The card can also suggest an important man is 
coming into the asker’s life, whether that be a 
friend, counselor or business partner.

T H E

MAGICIAN
R E V E R S E D

The Magician reversed can indicate the asker 
may be allowing limiting thoughts and beliefs 
to get the best of them. It is a sign they should 
take a moment to review their mental state and 
reflect on their main motivations to succeed. Are 
the asker’s goals for their own benefit, or are they 
adding value to the world around them? 

The Magician reversed points to the need to 
revisit their state of mind, as their outside reality 
mirrors what is within. The asker is invited to 
get in touch with their intuition and higher-self 
before actualizing their full potential.
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T H E

HIGH PRIESTESS

The High Priestess represents dreams, knowledge 
and intuition. The energy of this card reminds 
us our inner wisdom is all-knowing, and the 
answers to our questions lie deep within. The 
challenge is to go beyond the veil of the rational 
mind and connect with your soul. 

The asker is encouraged to trust themselves and 
their inner knowing. The High Priestess card 
symbolizes the guardian between the conscious 
and subconscious; she can be seen as a guide to 
bring us back to our core nature and follow our 
psychic or intuitive senses. It can also serve as a 
reminder to connect with your divine feminine 
nature and the energies of compassion, empathy 
and stillness.

T H E

HIGH PRIESTESS
R E V E R S E D

This is a sign the asker needs to look inward, 
seek quiet and listen to their intuition. They 
may be surrounded by many opinions or drama, 
but it is time to connect with their inner self; 
the part of them that is all-knowing. The High 
Priestess reversed indicates the asker has a 
strong intuition, but may be bypassing the signs 
because they are listening to their rational side 
or others’ opinions. 

The High Priestess also signals the asker has 
been neglecting their own needs and prioritizing 
others. This is a moment to retreat, reflect and 
reconnect.
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T H E

EMPRESS

The Empress is the mother figure of the tarot deck, 
symbolizing love, nurture and pleasure. This card also 
signifies a period of growth and abundance, during 
which seeds that have been planted in our lives come to 
fruition. It often shows up when the asker is entering a 
creative or productive phase.

This card can also show up when we have an urge or 
are placed in the role of mothering others, whether 
they be a child, friend or family member. It may even 
signify the birth of a child.

The Empress is a fortunate omen for many significant 
life transitions. If the asker is entering a new 
relationship or taking it to the next level, The Empress 
indicates the union will be happy and long-lasting. If 
the asker is planning on moving, this card suggests 
everything will run smoothly. 

The Empress is also associated with belongings, 
therefore marking a good time to invest in beautiful 
things that will spark joy.

T H E

EMPRESS
R E V E R S E D

The Empress reversed asks us to look inward and 
connect with the parts of ourselves yearning for 
love and mothering. People often look to others 
for nurturing, but the Empress reversed reminds 
us we must give ourselves the unconditional 
love and self-care we desire. Perhaps the asker 
has recently felt a loss of confidence, stability, 
or self-assurance. It is time for them to look 
at themselves in the mirror and embrace self-
forgiveness, compassion and love.

The Empress reversed can also reveal the asker 
feels blocked creatively, or is running into 
challenges with their projects. Fears may develop 
around financial security, safety or their future. 
This card reminds the asker that unlimited 
abundance is within reach, and they are always 
supported by the Universe. Approach plans and 
projects with careful consideration and patience.
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T H E

EMPEROR

The Emperor is the father figure of the tarot deck, 
signifying wisdom, authority and grounded energy. He 
has seen adversity and experienced life’s triumphs and 
tribulations. With knowledge acquired along his path, 
he is able to translate it into thoughtful guidance.

This card can be a reminder to tap into inner 
assertiveness and leadership abilities. The asker is 
invited to review areas in their life that could benefit 
from firmer boundaries. They are encouraged to stand 
up for themselves and what they believe in. 

If the card represents a situation, the asker can best 
meet the circumstances by embodying the energies of 
willpower, reasoning and logical analysis. 

It can also signify the asker will get a new job or be 
promoted. T H E

EMPEROR
R E V E R S E D

The Emperor reversed encourages the asker to 
review areas in their life where they haven’t been 
practicing commitment and self-discipline. This 
could be a situation they have been avoiding or 
procrastinating on because it causes anxiety, or, 
they feel they don’t have the courage to confront 
it. The Emperor reversed reminds us that by 
facing reality and committing to decisive action 
— even if it feels uncomfortable — helps build 
confidence and self-esteem. 

The Emperor reversed may also point to issues 
with a boss, partner, father figure, or someone 
with strong masculine energy. The asker is 
invited to reflect on how and why that person is 
triggering them, and what they can learn about 
their relationship with male figures. The card can 
also signify the need to protect one’s boundaries.



T H E

HIEROPHANT

The Hierophant card signifies an opportunity 
to connect with the divine for guidance or 
connection. It is also a reminder that the asker 
is being supported by a higher source. If they are 
going through a challenging period, they are also 
encouraged to reach out to others for support, 
whether that be a counselor or a friend they 
respect. The Hierophant often symbolizes the 
need to delve into the deeper meaning of life and 
connect with spiritual values. This may include 
the asker expanding their knowledge or further 
exploring their divine connection.

If the card represents a situation, The Hierophant 
is a sign to follow the safer route; it’s not the 
right moment to take big risks.

T H E

HIEROPHANT
R E V E R S E D

This card is a sign to break free from the 
conventions that may be holding back the asker, 
and to look within for the answers they seek. They 
may be experiencing a period of confusion due to 
the opinions of others, or feel pressure to conform 
to societal conventions. The Hierophant reversed 
is a reminder that the asker is their own teacher, 
and should follow their true north and wisdom. 

They also may have lost touch with their own 
spiritual truths, or haven’t been as engaged in 
the rituals that keep them feeling connected. It 
is a sign to tune in to their intuition. Now is the 
time to break free of convention and trust their 
higher self.
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T H E

LOVERS

The Lovers card represents connection, 
relationships and love. It is often indicative of 
an emotionally strong relationship and close 
bond, whether it be in a romantic partnership, 
friendship or family dynamic. If the asker has 
recently split with their partner and is seeking 
resolution, this card may signify they will find 
their way back to each other. 

The Lovers card is also about duality and choice. 
The asker might be facing a situation where they 
need to decide between two different paths. 
This could be in their work life, living situation, 
relationship or another area. This card serves as a 
reminder that the best decisions are made when 
we are in touch with our value system and make 
choices aligned with our personal beliefs. T H E

LOVERS
R E V E R S E D

The Lovers card reversed can point to conflict 
or disharmony in a relationship, whether it be 
romantic, platonic or professional. The asker may 
feel communication has been challenging, and 
they are not on the same page.

This card reminds the asker that the strains 
affecting their relationship present an opportunity 
to grow and learn. What insight is being mirrored 
back to the asker? There is space for healing 
through self-love and self-forgiveness, as well as 
forgiveness of their counterpart.

The second meaning can indicate feelings of 
unworthiness and jealousy. If the asker sees others 
possess things they would like, it is a sign their 
turn is just around the corner. The asker is invited 
to have compassion toward themselves, and once 
again, practice self-love.
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T H E

CHARIOT

The Chariot is a card of courage, willpower and 
tenacity. The asker may be facing a challenge or 
struggle in their life where their character and 
drive are being tested. They are being asked to 
have faith and take decisive action when it comes 
to pursuing their dreams. It is also an indication 
that the situation will resolve positively and will 
help the asker grow spiritually and materially. 

The Chariot can also represent a relationship 
that has recently been marked by challenges or 
conflict. It is a reminder to practice self-control 
and patience in the face of adversity and to 
remain calm when triggered.

If the asker is facing financial challenges and is 
struggling to keep their head above water, The 
Chariot is a sign that things will take a positive 
turn. The card encourages them to stay strong 
and determined, as they forge ahead with their 
goals.

T H E

CHARIOT
R E V E R S E D

This card reversed may indicate the asker has 
been facing challenges with projects and goals. 
They have been running into blockages or 
obstacles that are wearing down their spirit or 
motivation. This card is a sign to evaluate where 
they are at, and consider whether the situation 
presents an opportunity for greater commitment 
or a re-direction of their energies. If the asker 
is unsure, it could mean they need to pause and 
wait for greater clarity before continuing in a 
certain direction.

The Chariot reversed may also signify the asker 
has been trying too hard to control certain 
aspects of their life. The card tells them to 
surrender and flow with the current situation. 
The asker is always in the driver’s seat of their 
life; but sometimes, the greatest control comes 
from release and trusting they are supported.
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T H E

STRENGTH

The Strength card is all about inner fortitude and 
resilience. It reminds the asker they are much stronger 
than they believe. It signifies that the greatest power 
comes from self-confidence, compassion and gentle 
action. If the asker has been experiencing anger, 
frustration or fear, they are encouraged to confront 
and examine the root of those emotions first, and then 
move forward from a more centered and balanced place. 
This card ultimately represents mental and emotional 
endurance. The asker has the strength to face whatever 
challenges have arisen on their path. 

For those who have recently been facing adversity, 
depression or physical challenges, the Strength card 
is a positive indication that the asker has everything 
they need within themselves to overcome the situation. 
Things will improve. 

T H E

STRENGTH
R E V E R S E D

The Strength card reversed indicates the asker 
may have lost touch with their self-confidence 
or self-belief, feeling worn down, depleted 
or consumed by anxiety. This card means the 
asker is more resilient than they think. They 
are encouraged to journal and reconnect with 
moments in life when they exhibited courage 
and strength. The asker shouldn’t be so hard on 
themselves.

The card reversed can also symbolize the asker has 
been feeling emotional, or may be experiencing 
outbursts, whether it be anger or intense crying. 
They must reflect on what the emotions are 
trying to tell them, and find healthy outlets for 
self-expression and healing.
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T H E

HERMIT

The Hermit card signifies a period of introspection, 
quiet and reflection. The asker may be feeling depleted 
or at a pivotal moment in their life when they are 
questioning their path and encountering existential 
questions. The Hermit is a reminder that it is ok to 
retreat to their private world for a period of time. The 
asker is encouraged to make space for meditation, 
contemplation and journaling. 

The Hermit reveals that the answers to life’s challenges 
and questions can be found within. The asker is told 
to tap into their intuition and wisdom. This is also a 
powerful opportunity to explore feelings or emotions 
that have been repressed. By facing and releasing these 
feelings, the asker will feel lighter. 

When The Hermit card appears, it’s also an indication 
to pause and keep all options open in the asker’s 
external world. More details or other sides of the story 
may soon arise; they are encouraged to be patient and 
review decisions before forging ahead.

T H E

HERMIT
R E V E R S E D

The Hermit reversed indicates the asker may have 
become too reclusive or isolated from the world 
and their support network. They have recently 
gone through a period of deep introspection, 
whether it be reflecting, building, or healing 
themselves on a spiritual level. 

This card tells the asker to reach out and connect 
with others. It is through vulnerability and 
courage that they will achieve the connection 
they deeply crave. The Hermit reversed also 
encourages the asker to take a risk and share 
their authentic selves with the world. During 
their period of reflection, they may have deeply 
connected with who they truly are. It is time for 
the asker to share the gifts and insight that was 
gathered during that quiet time and courageously 
be themselves. They will be pleasantly surprised 
at the encouragement and support from others.
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T H E

WHEEL OF FORTUNE

The Wheel of Fortune is a powerful card signifying 
change, karma and the cyclical nature of life. 
The external world is ever-evolving and shifting 
beyond our control, which can sometimes feel 
chaotic and unpredictable. The asker is being 
reminded to keep their inner center and emotional 
balance amid these challenges. They are asked to 
roll with the ebbs and flows of life without getting 
caught up in drama that may arise.

The Wheel of Fortune also symbolizes the cycle 
of karma, and how the energy we put forth in the 
world will return to us. Be mindful of your actions 
and mindset. 

This card can often signify the asker will soon be 
starting a new chapter in their life. It is a reminder 
to be optimistic and have faith, as the Universe is 
supporting your path. 

T H E

WHEEL OF FORTUNE
R E V E R S E D

The Wheel of Fortune reversed may indicate the 
asker feels things are going backwards or stalling 
in their life. Perhaps there is a pattern that 
seems to continually repeat, causing frustration 
or disappointment. This card reversed reminds 
the asker that repeating patterns means there 
is a wound that needs to be healed. The asker is 
invited to ask themselves what the experience 
might be trying to teach them. Accepting where 
they are and practicing forgiveness will help them 
break free from the cycle.
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T H E

JUSTICE

The Justice card symbolizes truth, law and 
fairness. It is about restoring harmony in the face 
of imbalance or conflict. This card is a reminder 
to be accountable for our actions. If the asker 
has recently been seeking justice in a situation 
where there is litigation or a dispute, the Justice 
card shows the problem will come to a positive 
conclusion. 

This card also signifies the need to face the truth 
about a given situation that we may have tried 
to overlook or avoid. The asker is encouraged to 
take a step back and observe the situation from a 
neutral and unbiased position.

Justice is a great card to pull if the asker is starting 
a new relationship or business partnership, as it 
indicates it will be harmonious..

T H E

JUSTICE
R E V E R S E D

Justice reversed signifies the asker may currently 
be in a situation they feel is unfair or challenging. 
This card reminds us there is a larger universal 
intelligence at play; the laws of karma are in effect, 
not necessarily because of something the asker 
did, but due to a higher order. Justice reversed 
indicates being on the right path. Although the 
asker might feel they do not have control and 
things are unjust, they have the ability to choose 
how to react to what is happening.

The card reversed may also indicate the asker 
has done something they feel goes against 
their morals. If such is the case, they have the 
opportunity to take accountability and make the 
situation right.
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T H E

HANGED MAN

The Hanged Man often signifies the asker is 
currently in a holding pattern; they may feel 
stalled in their projects, or as though the Universe 
has put a pause on their life. There is a sense of 
waiting for a chapter to be over, so they can start 
anew. This card is a reminder to be patient and 
utilize this time to reflect, as there are many 
important lessons to be learned from their recent 
experiences.

This card can also be encouraging the asker to 
view life from a more spiritual perspective and 
tap into their heart’s wisdom. If they have been 
pursuing goals out of alignment with their calling, 
this is a positive time to plan a shift. The Hanged 
Man tells us that the road to fulfilling our dreams 
often comes with some sacrifice, but this will 
enable the asker to achieve a greater goal. 

T H E

HANGED MAN
R E V E R S E D

This card reversed symbolizes the asker has 
been feeling stuck and can’t escape a particular 
situation. However, they don’t realize they have 
the ability to untie the ropes binding them, and 
make the decision to enact change. It is all in their 
power. 

The Hanged Man reversed is a reminder not 
to fight change. The time has come to let go of 
something; a relationship, friendship, or outdated 
thought patterns and habits. Although the asker 
may feel indecisive, as though there is no easy way 
out, they have tremendous universal support to 
make a strong shift. 
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T H E

DEATH

The Death card represents change and rebirth. 
The asker is undergoing a period of significant 
transformation in their life. They will have 
the opportunity to leave the past behind and 
start anew. This card can indicate changes in a 
relationship, job, or a shift in mindset, releasing 
old traumas. The Death card is a reminder that 
transitions may feel overwhelming, but are 
ultimately for the best. One day, the asker will 
look back and understand why certain events 
took place. They are encouraged to release their 
fear of a new beginning. The future is bright. 

T H E 

DEATH
R E V E R S E D

The Death card reversed indicates the asker is 
resisting change and the end of a cycle. They 
are scared to make a shift and are holding on to 
either a relationship, friendship, career or place 
that no longer serves them. This card signifies 
there is an invitation to grow immensely by 
releasing what is no longer serving them. As 
such, the asker will transition from the dark into 
the light. The space will provide an opportunity 
for new doors to open. 
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T H E

TEMPERANCE

The Temperance card represents balance, alchemy 
and moderation. It arises as a reminder for the 
asker to practice self-care and seek equilibrium 
within themselves. If they have recently been 
working hard or burning the candles at both 
ends, Temperance is a sign to make time for 
rest and restoration. We can only be of service 
to others when we feel replenished. Temperance 
also signifies it is a time to follow a centered path 
and avoid extremes. 

This card is also an encouraging sign for the asker 
to embrace who they are and fully own their 
talents. Make a plan to achieve your goals in a 
steady and sustainable way.

T H E

TEMPERANCE
R E V E R S E D

This card reversed indicates the asker is 
experiencing imbalance in their life. They may 
be excessively stressed, overindulging in food 
or behaviours, or engaged in obsessive thoughts 
about a situation. Temperance reversed is a call 
for the asker to rest, restore their energy and 
return to moderation. Through surrender and 
self-care, there is a tremendous opportunity for 
healing. Through a period of self-evaluation, the 
asker can discover which parts of their life are 
out of alignment with their hopes and dreams. 



T H E

DEVIL

The Devil symbolizes our shadow self. This 
includes the limiting beliefs and critical voice 
inside ourselves that stall our journey, and makes 
us feel unworthy or incapable of achieving our 
dreams. When this card arises, the asker is being 
encouraged to confront and question the inner 
saboteur that is holding them back. These beliefs 
feel real, but are in fact a mirage hiding our 
true power. It is a time to bring these thoughts 
to conscious awareness. It is also a reminder to 
take responsibility for our feelings and avoid 
projecting them onto others.

The Devil card can also represent our sexuality 
and a strong attraction or bond with another. It 
is an invitation to explore this side in a way that 
feels safe and enriching.

T H E

DEVIL
R E V E R S E D

The Devil reversed indicates the asker is about to 
experience a breakthrough. The power of their 
shadows and limiting beliefs is diminishing; 
they have the potential to let go of attachments 
to whom they used to be. This is a time for the 
asker to confront their deepest anxieties, fears, 
and realize they have the power to change. 

The Devil reversed may also symbolize the asker 
has been hiding part of their true self, due to 
fear of judgement. They must release fear and 
embrace vulnerability with others, even if it 
means initiating open communication with one 
person.
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T H E

TOWER

The Tower card signifies change, rebuilding and 
healing. There may have been a sudden change 
in the asker’s life that felt like a lightning bolt 
emerged from the sky. These energies can often 
feel jarring, unexpected or stressful. The Tower 
is a sign that foundations may have been built on 
shaky ground, and this a positive opportunity to 
rebuild something stronger and more sustainable. 
This card is not to be feared. Everything is 
happening for the best.

The Tower can also signify the asker has come face-
to-face with their true feelings about a situation 
or old traumas they can no longer ignore. There is 
a tremendous opportunity for release, surrender 
and healing. By fully acknowledging and feeling 
our feelings, we are given a chance to leave the 
past behind and start fresh.

T H E

TOWER
R E V E R S E D

The Tower reversed indicates the asker is currently 
going through a period of intense personal 
transformation. They feel they have been going 
through emotional challenges, or tremendous 
spiritual growth. This card symbolizes they are 
weathering the storm, and there is light at the 
end of the tunnel. Whatever has crumbled amidst 
the changes, whether internal beliefs or external 
realities, is meant to remain in the past. It is time 
for the asker to embrace where they are, and 
rebuild on more solid ground. The transformation 
is providing the groundwork for the life that was 
meant for them. 



T H E

STAR

The Star card represents good luck. It suggests 
the asker has a dream that is about to become 
reality, or a specific part of their life will soon be 
filled with satisfaction and happiness. 

The asker may have recently gone through 
a tumultuous or challenging time. The Star 
symbolizes renewed hope and belief in the 
future. There was much knowledge and wisdom 
to be gained during their struggles, and they are 
now reaching a period of reprieve and peace. 

The Star is also reminding the asker to connect 
with their True North and life’s purpose. They 
have a beautiful opportunity to explore what 
will bring greater fulfillment into their life and 
how they can best contribute to the greater 
good. Life’s challenges help develop our empathy 
for others. Share your gifts to illuminate and 
improve the paths of others.

T H E

STAR
R E V E R S E D

The Star reversed signals the asker may have 
recently gone through a difficult time and feels a 
weariness of spirit. Perhaps they have lost their 
belief in themselves, their confidence or faith 
in the Universe. As a result, they may be feeling 
dazed or confused about life’s greater plan. The 
Star reversed reminds us there is always a divine 
reason for everything, and to reconnect with 
your spiritual center. The best way to do this is 
to engage in things that light the asker up, such 
as activities or interests that bring them joy. It’s 
time to heal from the past and reconnect with 
their soul’s purpose. 
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T H E

MOON

The Moon card represents the power of the 
subconscious. It often signifies there are fears 
below the surface that are driving the asker’s 
beliefs and actions. This card is a reminder to 
look below the surface of the conscious mind 
and uncover the thoughts that are governing their 
perceptions. Pay close attention to your dreams 
when The Moon card comes up, as they may 
provide clues to what has been brewing within 
the subconscious.

This card also invites the asker to connect with 
the cyclical nature of life and pay special attention 
to the moon’s phases. If the card is pulled near a 
new or full moon, it is a powerful opportunity to 
meditate, journal and set intentions (new moon) 
or release (full moon).

Furthermore, this card can sometimes point 
to an error in communication. If the asker has 
upcoming travel plans, they are encouraged to 
review everything twice. 

T H E

MOON
R E V E R S E D

The Moon reversed reminds the asker to tune 
into their intuition and follow their instincts, as 
opposed to relying solely on logic. If they’ve been 
dealing with fears or anxiety, this card indicates 
such issues are being worked on, and the light at 
the end of the tunnel is near. The asker is being 
told to reconnect with the magical side of life; to 
follow their inner-voice and release fears of the 
unknown. Clarity may not currently be present, 
but will soon be revealed. The asker is encouraged 
to pay attention to their dreams and start a dream 
journal. 

The Moon reversed may also signal it is an 
emotional time in the asker’s intimate relationship 
or with their mother. Issues are coming up only 
to be healed; but be patient. Don’t rush to any 
conclusions. 
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T H E

SUN

The Sun is often recognized as the most positive 
card in the deck, symbolizing light, happiness 
and vitality. If the asker has recently gone 
through a challenging time, it is a positive omen 
that joy and abundance are around the corner. 
The Sun is attributed to the solar plexus chakra, 
embodying the energies of self-confidence and 
being fully present in the moment. The asker will 
be radiating positive energy. This card is also a 
reminder that behind every cloud is the dawn of 
a new day.

The Sun card may even predict that new love 
is on the way, or there will be good news about 
a pregnancy or a birth. It can also mean career 
success and material rewards.

T H E

SUN
R E V E R S E D

The Sun reversed is a sign to reconnect with 
optimism, joy and enthusiasm. The asker may 
have recently gone through a challenging period 
that has led to a weariness of spirit. Now is a time 
to connect with what lights you up, and brings 
enjoyment and happiness. Focus on gratitude 
and what is going right. The best is yet to come! 
Try to view life from the innocence of a child, 
and engage in activities that make you feel free. 
It’s also a good time to practice acts of kindness 
toward others and revel in the light they bring to 
someone’s day.
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T H E

JUDGEMENT

The Judgement card symbolizes transformation, 
spiritual rebirth and a new beginning. The asker 
has reached an important pinnacle in their 
journey where they are given an opportunity to 
develop a deeper understanding of their personal 
consciousness and forge beyond any old wounds 
or limitations they’ve placed on their potential. 
There is a chance to clear the energy of the past, 
forgive any wrongdoings and start anew.

When it comes to making future decisions, this 
card signifies the importance of connecting with 
your higher self, using a blend of intuition and 
rationality rooted in the lessons you have learned.

Judgement is a positive omen if the asker has 
recently been working hard on a project. It 
indicates a positive outcome, and potentially, a 
new job or position. T H E

JUDGEMENT
R E V E R S E D

The Judgement card reversed indicates you 
may be feeling stuck or have been delaying an 
important decision out of self-doubt or fear of 
the unknown. The Universe has been sending 
signals that it is time for the asker to step into 
who they were intended to be. However, they 
may be afraid to heed the call, or feel so lost in 
the day-to-day that they haven’t connected with 
their deeper purpose. This card invites the asker 
to take a moment for reflection, and tune into 
their heart’s calling. 

This card may also signify the asker is feeling 
regret or guilt over past mistakes. Remember, 
you cannot change the past; every experience is 
accompanied by a deeper lesson and opportunity 
for growth. Practice self-forgiveness and let go.
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T H E

WORLD

The World is a powerful card indicating the 
completion of a life phase and is marked by a 
sense of completion and accomplishment. The 
asker may have recently finished a long awaited 
project, achieved a dream or experienced a 
major life event. This card is a rite of passage, 
symbolizing the ending of one cycle and the 
start of another. There is a spiritual essence to 
The World card. It provides an opportunity for 
the asker to honour and reflect on their journey 
thus far; the successes and challenges they have 
encountered, and who they’ve become in the 
process. Take time to celebrate and express 
gratitude for the experiences along the way. 

If the asker has been thinking about making a 
big change, whether it be a new job or moving, 
The World card is a positive indication to move 
forward. It also represents travel and can be a 
sign for the asker to broaden their horizons and 
immerse themselves in other cultures.

T H E

WORLD
R E V E R S E D

The World reversed suggests you may be 
procrastinating on making a decision or 
finishing a project. The asker is invited to review 
their current situation and pinpoint where there 
are energetic tabs open in their life. Bringing 
closure to situations and projects is often scary, 
but there’s an opportunity for peace of mind and 
a fresh new beginning. 

This card reversed is also a reminder to see life 
from a wider perspective. Certain situations may 
seem negative, but if you “zoom out” your lens, 
you will see the Universe is conspiring to help 
you. Hindsight is always 20/20. Trust the journey, 
and one day, you will look back and understand 
why everything happened as it did. 
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T H E

ACE OF SWORDS

The Aces point to new beginnings. The Ace of 
Swords indicates a fresh start is emerging for the 
asker. This is an excellent time to begin a new 
initiative and take decisive action on a project or 
career change. With hard work and dedication, 
all is possible! This card signifies new thoughts 
and ideas, ingenuity and victory.

The Ace of Swords is also about the reclamation 
of personal power. The asker is entering a phase 
where they have an opportunity to fully take 
the reins on their future and charge ahead with 
projects that utilize their creative and intellectual 
abilities. 

The asker is also in a position of being fully in 
control of their love life; the Ace of Swords 
reminds them to use this power in a balanced 
way that serves both themselves and others.

T H E

ACE OF SWORDS
R E V E R S E D

The Ace of Swords reversed indicates the asker 
is in an exploratory phase, contemplating new 
ideas or projects. These visions have not yet come 
to fruition; there may be some uncertainty on 
how and where to start. This card is an invitation 
for the asker to meditate or look within to find 
clarity about what they truly want. Ensuring 
they are clear on what their intuition is telling 
them before sharing their plans with others will 
prevent the chance of being swayed in another 
direction. 

This is a time to be decisive and take baby steps 
toward bigger goals. An exciting new road lies 
ahead!
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T H E

TWO OF SWORDS

The Twos represent relationships, balance and 
harmony. The Two of Swords indicates the asker 
is in transition and feels they are between two 
worlds, whether it be jobs, relationships or in the 
middle of a move. It can also signify they feel 
they are in a tough spot, perhaps due to a recent 
argument with someone they care about.

This card reminds the asker to follow their 
intuition when making decisions and deal with 
conflicts directly through clear communication. It 
is also a signal to embrace and accept this period 
of uncertainty, while keeping faith that a better 
future will emerge. 

T H E

TWO OF SWORDS
R E V E R S E D

The Two of Swords reversed suggests the asker 
has to make a decision between two options, 
but feels stuck and unable to make a move. They 
believe they don’t have enough information to 
make a firm choice or are unclear about how they 
feel. This can apply to a personal relationship, 
family drama, career, or other dilemmas that 
could lead them on two difficult paths depending 
on their choice. 

This card also reminds the asker they have 
everything within them to make a decision. 
Their intuition knows the best route to take. 
Sometimes, it can feel tough to trust our inner 
hunches, but this card indicates the full picture 
will soon come to light. Take action.
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T H E

THREE OF SWORDS

The Three of Swords is a card carrying tension and 
heartbreak, perhaps as a result of a relationship 
ending, a communication failure, a bitter argument or 
a betrayal. The asker may be carrying grief, emotional 
pain or feelings of rejection. This card is a reminder 
that pain and sorrow are an inevitable part of the 
human experience. It cracks us open and touches us to 
our core. Without knowing pain, we cannot fully know 
joy and expansion. It helps us grow and shapes us into 
the individual we were meant to become. 

The asker is reminded that no matter how much pain 
we may be feeling, we have control over the meaning 
we give to an experience. There is an opportunity for 
transcendence if we look to forgiveness, including self-
forgiveness. Everything will be ok.

The Three of Swords may carry a medical meaning 
as well; anything from getting a routine injection, to 
undergoing an operation.

T H E

THREE OF SWORDS
R E V E R S E D

The Three of Swords reversed tells the asker to let 
go of a painful experience they may be holding on 
to. Forgiveness is not easy, but this card signifies 
an opportunity to fully feel and acknowledge 
their feelings, sit with the discomfort and then 
release it when they are ready. The asker must 
remember their heart and soul are strong; 
everything that happens in life, especially the 
heartbreaks and challenges, are intended to help 
us learn and grow toward our destiny.

This card reversed can also indicate that negative 
self-talk and limiting beliefs are at the heart of 
the asker’s suffering. They must pay attention 
to the stories they are telling themselves about 
their life and potential. They have everything 
within them to succeed.
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T H E

FOUR OF SWORDS

The Four of Swords represents reflection, 
solitude and recuperation. If the asker has 
recently been going through a period of hard 
work, this card indicates they need time for rest 
and self-care. Take a moment to recharge and 
focus on fostering inner peace. 

If the asker has recently gone through a betrayal 
or challenge, the Four of Swords is a reminder to 
take a step back and allow themselves space to 
fully grieve or process their feelings. As opposed 
to jumping into new activities or a relationship 
to distract from the pain, the asker can gain 
much from a period of solitude.

T H E

FOUR OF SWORDS
R E V E R S E D

The Four of Swords reversed, much like the 
upright meaning, is a sign the asker needs to 
take time off to rest and recharge. They have 
been experiencing frantic energy, and may be 
feeling very stressed, anxious or overwhelmed. 
This card reminds us we are of no service to 
anyone if we are running on empty. The asker is 
encouraged to take a moment to step back from 
their daily life by planning a weekend getaway, 
doing a social media detox, or incorporating 
mindfulness practices into their routine. This 
can include meditating, journaling, nature walks 
or long baths. Our productivity and ability to be 
there for others is only heightened when we fill 
up our own well first. We must make tending to 
our inner state a priority and an act of self-love.
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T H E

FIVE OF SWORDS

The Five of Swords can represent conflict, a 
feeling of loss or procrastination. The asker may 
have recently experienced an argument with a 
loved one, which left them feeling sad or hurt. 
This card is a reminder to take accountability for 
the ways they have contributed to the situation; 
to put aside their pride and attempt to make 
amends if the relationship is important to them.

This card can also show up if the asker has 
been procrastinating or avoiding an important 
project. It is a signal to get more organized and 
make a commitment to completing this task. 
Doing so will help dispel anxiety and worry.

T H E

FIVE OF SWORDS
R E V E R S E D

The Five of Swords reversed can often show up 
when the asker is having trouble moving on from 
someone in their life, or feel they are in a never-
ending power struggle. This card indicates a 
desire for closure, and the opportunity to finally 
make peace or put the situation behind them. 
We may decide to walk away feeling defeated 
or as though we lost something; but know that 
sometimes, making a decision to release anger or 
bitterness is a triumph in and of itself. 

This card can also show up when the asker is 
feeling unfocused in their energy, or are not 
making progress on a project despite their 
constant efforts. The asker is encouraged to be 
patient with themselves and focus on taking 
small, consistent steps in the direction they are 
hoping to go toward.
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T H E

SIX OF SWORDS

The Six of Swords represents transition, change 
and holding on to the past. The asker is currently 
going through a transformational period that 
involves shifts in their love life, career or living 
situation. This card is a reminder that while 
change is never easy, we must fully accept and 
surrender to the discomfort and trust that the 
path ahead will reveal itself. The Six of Swords 
also signals the need to fully let go of the past and 
feelings of victimization.

If the asker is looking to move, the Six of Swords 
is a positive omen that their new home will feel 
more harmonious and comfortable.

This card can also symbolize a trip the asker will 
need to take alone. They may be feeling separation 
anxiety from loved ones, but are making the right 
decision for their future.

T H E

SIX OF SWORDS
R E V E R S E D

The Six of Swords reversed indicates the asker 
may feel stuck in a situation or circumstance. 
They have been procrastinating on making 
a change out of fear of discomfort and the 
unknown, hoping everything will resolve on its 
own. This card is a reminder that discomfort is 
sometimes a necessary stepping stone toward a 
happier future. Positive developments will show 
up along their path, but they must take the leap 
and embrace their inner strength. If they are 
able to take this leap, they will look back with 
so much appreciation and understanding of why 
things happened the way they did. It is time to 
align with their warrior spirit. 
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T H E

SEVEN OF SWORDS

The Seven of Swords represents a heavy burden, 
deception and the need for strategic thinking. The 
asker may be carrying a load on their shoulders; 
this card is a reminder that there has been a shadow 
dragging beside them that must be released. The 
asker may have also recently experienced a betrayal. 
Keep your eyes wide open and be fully honest about 
situations that are occurring. 

This card also symbolizes the need for smart and 
strategic thinking in the face of a current challenge. 
The asker has the foresight, resourcefulness and 
skills needed to overcome any obstacle. There will 
be a lot of positivity coming their way.

T H E

SEVEN OF SWORDS 
R E V E R S E D

The Seven of Swords reversed often indicates a 
desire to live more honestly and with a renewed 
conscience. If the asker has been living with 
something weighing on their heart, this card 
encourages them to either come clean, or find 
ways of dealing with guilt or shame. 

The Seven of Swords also serves as a reminder to 
be street smart and pay close attention to details 
in all business relationships or contracts.

Reversed, it may also come up when the asker is 
doubting their sense of worth. They can practice 
affirmations, journal and reflect on their 
strengths and capabilities. 
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T H E

EIGHT OF SWORDS

The Eight of Swords represents a victim 
mentality, unworthiness or fear. The asker may 
feel they are in a situation they can’t escape, or 
do not know which road to take. This card shows 
up as a reminder that there is light at the end of 
the tunnel and a way out of their predicament. 
The most important step is releasing limiting 
beliefs, especially feelings of victimization at the 
hands of another, or a sense of unworthiness due 
to recent events. The situation is not as bad as 
they imagine! Tear off the blinders and review 
possible solutions to make a getaway

T H E

EIGHT OF SWORDS
R E V E R S E D

The Eight of Swords reversed is a strong reminder 
to not let negative self-talk or victim stories run 
your life. This card indicates the asker’s largest 
barrier to success has been their own inner 
critic and self-sabotaging tendencies. They have 
everything they need within them at this moment 
to achieve their dreams. The Eight of Swords 
is a call to remove the blinders and break free 
from these engrained thought patterns. Spend 
time on healing, whether through speaking 
with a life coach or therapist, journaling, energy 
work or uncovering subconscious beliefs about 
worthiness and where they originated. It is never 
too late to start with a fresh slate.
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T H E

NINE OF SWORDS

The Nine of Swords represents anxiety, 
worry and limiting beliefs. The asker may be 
experiencing sleepless nights over a situation, 
or could be in a period of depression. This card 
signals that these feelings stem from the asker’s 
inner saboteur or shadow. We all have limiting 
beliefs we’ve adopted from past experiences or 
traumas. The Nine of Swords reveals we have 
the power to make a change in our mindset. The 
asker is encouraged to reach out for support and 
examine the root cause of their feelings. The 
situation is not as bad as it appears and things 
will soon improve. 

T H E

NINE OF SWORDS 
R E V E R S E D

The Nine of Swords reversed, similar to the 
upright card, indicates anxiety or fear has been 
keeping the asker up at night. They are caught 
in a spiral caused by their limiting beliefs. They 
may feel stuck and unsure of how to break the 
pattern. This card invites us to look and question 
our underlying beliefs and where they originated. 
The asker can reflect on feelings of unworthiness 
and journal on factors in their life that point to 
how wonderful and worthy they are. Consider 
getting support from a coach or therapist if 
needed. 

This card can also reveal the asker has been 
working hard to break these subconscious cycles 
and is making progress! It is time to congratulate 
themselves on how far they have come!
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T H E

TEN OF SWORDS

The Ten of Swords represents endings, betrayal 
and fear. The asker may have recently been hurt by 
the actions of another. This betrayal felt like the 
final blow in a string of recent experiences within 
that relationship or situation. This card indicates 
that circumstances can only go uphill from here. 
It is also a reminder that it is ok to feel sadness 
or fear, but an important part of the journey will 
be releasing feelings of victimization or the desire 
for pity from others. The Ten of Swords marks the 
end of a cycle, but the beginning of a better one. 
Light is at the end of the tunnel.

T H E

TEN OF SWORDS
R E V E R S E D

The Ten of Swords reversed indicates the asker 
is having a hard time moving on after a recent 
betrayal or loss. They have repressed their 
sadness about the situation and may be holding 
onto resentment or anger. This card is a sign 
to follow honour and express your feelings in 
order to release old wounds. It is time to fully 
acknowledge what happened and let go.
This card can also mean the clouds are finally 
parting and better days lie ahead. There is an 
opportunity to make a major breakthrough and 
enter a new phase of life that is more peaceful 
and fulfilling.
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T H E

PAGE OF SWORDS

The Page of Swords represents communication, 
innovation and moving forward with projects. 
The asker may be brimming with new ideas or 
enthusiasm, and exploring ways to publicly 
share them. Although setbacks will always 
be encountered along the way, this card is a 
signal to move forward with confidence and 
determination. It is a moment for the asker to 
let down their defenses, release fear of how they 
will be perceived, and share their gifts.

The Page of Swords could also indicate someone 
is speaking about the asker to others, or there 
is an important contract or letter to review. 
Proceed with open eyes.

T H E

PAGE OF SWORDS
R E V E R S E D

The Page of Swords reversed tells the asker 
to review how they are communicating with 
themselves and others. They must ensure they 
are meticulous with their word, and be aware of 
the language they use to get their point across. 
This card is a reminder that words are powerful 
and their effects can be long-lasting.

Similar to the upright card, the Page of Swords 
reversed may also signify the asker has been 
shy to publicly express their true self for fear 
of rejection or what others think. They have 
knowledge of value to share with others and the 
world. There is no safer time than the present to 
share their voice! 
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T H E

KNIGHT OF SWORDS

The Knight of Swords represents energy, speed 
and determination. The asker is highly ambitious 
and motivated to manifest their ideas. This 
card is a reminder to slow down and enjoy the 
journey. Productivity has often been glorified 
in society, but often comes at the detriment of 
personal fulfillment. The Knight of Swords tells 
us to move forward methodically with a decisive 
plan, but also take time to smell the roses. 

This card also signifies the asker’s goals are within 
reach! They are ready to bring their plans into 
reality with focus, strength and courage.

T H E

KNIGHT OF SWORDS 
R E V E R S E D

The Knight of Swords reversed indicates the 
asker is either scattering their energy in too 
many places, or is going full speed ahead with a 
decision without a plan. This card is a reminder 
to slow down, take a breath and reflect on where 
they are channeling their energy. They must 
ensure their mind, body and spirit are aligned 
before taking decisive action. 

This card is also a sign they must take time to 
connect with their inner voice. When we are 
going a hundred miles an hour, we often lose sight 
of our soul’s ultimate purpose. It is important to 
ensure how we are leading our life is harmonized 
and prioritized as much as what we are doing.
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T H E

QUEEN OF SWORDS

The Queen of Swords represents strength, 
intellectual power, high perceptivity and 
boundaries. As an archetype, the Queen is 
charming and highly attuned to accuracy and 
detail.

The asker may be experiencing fear about 
stepping into their full power. This could include 
struggles with setting boundaries or expressing 
their voice. The Queen of Swords does not 
apologize for her opinions; she decisively shares 
her knowledge from a place of inner strength. 
This card is a reminder that living your purpose 
will require the implementation of boundaries 
and self-expression without apology. Every baby 
step counts. The asker is encouraged to begin 
fully owning who they are.

This card also signals the tides are turning for 
the better; if the asker has been experiencing a 
difficult time, they will emerge feeling proud 
and strong. 

T H E

QUEEN OF SWORDS
R E V E R S E D

The Queen of Swords reversed often indicates 
the asker has been allowing their emotions to 
overtake decision-making. This card reminds 
them to bring an objective, clear-minded 
approach to a situation in their life. They may 
have been focusing all their attention on personal 
relationships, becoming deeply invested. The 
asker must take time to center themselves and 
make decisions from a calm and collected place. 

This card can also suggest the asker has been 
isolating too much. It is ok to ask for support or 
work as a team toward a common goal. 
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T H E

KING OF SWORDS

The King of Swords represents logic, reason and 
authority. He embodies the energy of a strong 
listener and communicator. This card is a reminder 
to bring objectivity and clarity of judgement to a 
situation in life. It may require taking time away 
from the challenge at hand to develop a different 
perspective. It can even be a signal to seek advice 
from a professional.

The King of Swords also tells us not to be too rigid 
or make decisions based on assumptions. Inform 
yourself as much as possible before jumping to 
any conclusion.

T H E

KING OF SWORDS
R E V E R S E D

The King of Swords reversed is all about integrity 
and the right use of power. This card is a reminder 
that authentic power comes from within; it 
is self-assured, confident and logical in its 
approach. The asker should ensure they are using 
their own power with integrity, in alignment 
with their soul’s higher purpose. Sometimes, 
we can get veered off course by the ego and its 
attempt for control or the limelight. The King of 
Swords reversed encourages the asker to review 
how they are using power in their life.

This card may also represent someone else in 
the asker’s life who is misusing their power or 
showing off. Remember, we cannot control 
others’ actions; we can only control our reactions. 
Boundaries are important, but refrain from 
engaging in dramatic exchanges.
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T H E

ACE OF PENTACLES

The Aces point to new beginnings. The Ace 
of Pentacles represents abundance, financial 
prosperity and manifestation. This card tells the 
asker to take initiative and act on new projects, 
businesses or initiatives aligned with their values, 
that will also strengthen their sense of self. Life 
will be busy and full of excitement.

This card also signifies abundance and prosperity 
in finances and personal fulfillment. Money can 
be on the way; anything from a gift, a raise or even 
an engagement ring. Practice gratitude during this 
time and the blessings will be amplified.

T H E

ACE OF PENTACLES 
R E V E R S E D

The Ace of Pentacles reversed indicates the asker may 
feel they are running into delays with projects, a new 
business or in their personal life. It may seem things are 
not moving forward in the way they envisioned. It is a 
time to review their plan and ensure their approach is 
structurally sound. Don’t be scared to get professional 
advice or input. 

If the asker feels their plan has the right foundation, 
this card reversed can mean their limiting beliefs or 
anxiety are in the way of moving forward with a vision. 
It also serves as a reminder to believe in themselves 
and practice resilience and courage.

Additionally, The Ace of Pentacles reversed is a sign 
to be careful with budgeting right now, and not take 
on extra financial obligations. The asker should live 
within their means and avoid large purchases for the 
time being. 
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T H E

TWO OF PENTACLES

The Twos are all about relationships, balance 
and harmony. The Two of Pentacles signifies the 
asker is multi-tasking and attempting to balance 
many responsibilities. There may have also been 
recent, unexpected events added to the mix. This 
card reminds the asker that life is constantly in 
flux, but to trust the process and be flexible with 
changes that have arisen.
 
This card can also mean the asker needs to 
implement more organization in their routine. 
They should determine which resources will 
help them feel less overwhelmed, whether it be 
hiring additional help or seeking the advice of 
a coach. The asker is also encouraged to bring 
more balance into their life and carve out time 
for self-care. T H E

TWO OF PENTACLES
R E V E R S E D

Two of Pentacles reversed indicates the asker 
is juggling many responsibilities and feels 
overwhelmed. It is a sign to step back for a 
moment, breathe and find ways to center 
yourself amidst the perceived chaos. Consider 
incorporating meditation, yoga, journaling or 
another mindful activity that resonates in daily 
practice. From there, the asker is encouraged 
to get organized from a centered place. Create 
budgets, to-do lists or any other strategies that 
will help organize their commitments. This 
will help create a deeper feeling of security and 
empowerment. The Two of Pentacles reminds 
us that whatever we are dedicating our energy 
to is what we are currently committed to. The 
asker has the opportunity to evaluate areas of 
their life that are not in alignment with their 
values. Remain flexible and good humoured in 
the process.
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T H E

THREE OF PENTACLES

The Three of Pentacles represents expanding skills 
and knowledge, teamwork and implementation. 
This card is a sign that the asker will be able to 
achieve greater success with the collaborative 
support of a team whose skills complement their 
own; or, they are already experiencing success 
within a team dynamic. 

This card can also be a positive sign for the asker 
to expand their knowledge or skills that will help 
their career reach the next level. 

Furthermore, the Three of Pentacles can be a 
positive omen; the asker has been implementing 
their goals and will be successful. Hard work 
will soon pay off and a reward can be expected, 
whether financial or simply a deep satisfaction 
and pride knowing they had the willpower to 
persevere. T H E

THREE OF PENTACLES
R E V E R S E D

The Three of Pentacles reversed may indicate 
a lack of harmony or cooperation between the 
asker and their colleagues, teammates or within 
other group dynamics. The asker may feel their 
work is undervalued or unappreciated; that 
teammates or friends are getting more attention 
or recognition, or they might be comparing 
themselves to others. 

This card can also signify a lack of motivation or 
commitment in the asker’s work. The Three of 
Pentacles reversed is a reminder to evaluate the 
situation from a higher perspective and look for 
the lesson. There is an opportunity for personal 
growth. Any feelings of conflict with others, or 
frustration with ourselves, is mirroring back 
with the intention to help us grow.
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T H E

FOUR OF PENTACLES

The Four of Pentacles represents our financial 
mindset. This card tells the asker to review 
their relationship with money. Do they possess 
a mindset of scarcity and fear of not having 
enough? Or are they mismanaging their money 
and overspending? This card encourages the 
asker to reassess the belief systems underpinning 
their financial life, while also considering 
implementing new habits or a financial plan for 
the future. It is also a reminder to not let the 
material side of life take precedence.

This card sometimes arises when the asker has 
finally achieved a sense of security and abundance 
in their life, leading to feelings of satisfaction 
and relaxation.

T H E

FOUR OF PENTACLES
R E V E R S E D

The Four of Pentacles reversed reminds the asker 
to let go in any area of their life where they have 
been trying to overly control an outcome. This 
could include holding on to unresolved situations 
with people, anxiety over finances or possessions. 
It is a time to surrender and trust everything will 
work out as it is meant to. This does not mean 
avoiding a situation or withholding their voice; 
but rather, sharing their truth or doing what 
they can, and then letting go of what happens 
afterwards.

This card reversed also reminds us not to put too 
much emphasis on the material side of life. Focus 
on gratitude.
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T H E

FIVE OF PENTACLES

The Five of Pentacles card represents financial 
stress, poverty consciousness or a lack of self-
esteem. It can often signify the asker is stressed 
about their financial situation, fearing they might 
lose their job or be unable to make ends meet. 
This card may also come up if they are stuck in 
a scarcity mindset and worry they will never be 
able to achieve their dreams. 

The Five of Pentacles reminds the asker to foster 
self-belief and have faith in the power of their 
potential and resourcefulness. It is also a call to 
focus on what is abundant in life and practice 
gratitude. By acknowledging their blessings, the 
Universe will know the asker is ready for a shift. 
They have the potential to turn things around.

T H E

FIVE OF PENTACLES
R E V E R S E D

The Five of Pentacles reversed is a positive omen 
if the asker feels they have been struggling lately. 
It is a sign of progress and that the Universe will 
be sending support. However, this card reminds 
the asker to believe in themselves and their 
self-worth. They have the capability to improve 
things in their life. They are encouraged to 
evaluate how the energy they give to people and 
situations leaves them feeling drained or out of 
touch with their true self. 

This card tells us to connect to our power and 
capabilities. If the asker is facing financial 
challenges, the Five of Pentacles reversed 
is especially significant; they are called to 
appreciate what they have in life, recognize all 
the abundance that surrounds them in other 
ways, and work on their mindset around money.
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T H E

SIX OF PENTACLES

The Six of Pentacles represents financial 
harmony, charity and generosity. This card 
suggests the asker has cultivated positive karma 
by sharing their abundance with others. They 
may have recently provided someone they trust 
a loan or supported the less fortunate. The Six of 
Pentacles is a reminder that the goodness we put 
out into the world always returns to us in some 
form. We are all connected, and every time we 
reach out to support others and see the humanity 
in people, we are making a huge impact.

This card can also indicate there is good financial 
news on the way. The asker may inherit money 
or receive a generous gift. However prosperity 
enters their life, they are encouraged to share the 
abundance with loved ones.

T H E

SIX OF PENTACLES
R E V E R S E D

The Six of Pentacles reversed can indicate there 
is a lack of balance in relationships; the asker 
has been giving so much, but has not received 
an equal share in return. Someone may be 
taking advantage of their generosity, or there is 
an unequal flow of energy and effort. This card 
reminds us that the goodness we put out into the 
world ultimately flows back to us, though not 
necessarily from the person to whom we have 
granted it. However, it is important for the asker 
to review their relationships and see which ones 
feel draining or imbalanced. The Six of Pentacles 
also tells the asker to focus on self-care. It’s time 
to treat themselves to something that makes 
them happy, such as a massage, mini trip or even 
a new pair of shoes.
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T H E

SEVEN OF PENTACLES

The Seven of Pentacles represent long-term vision, 
sustainability and assessment. This card indicates 
the asker has been cultivating their goals through 
hard work and determination. Although the seeds 
they have planted are not yet ready for harvest, the 
asker is invited to step back and appreciate how 
far they have come. They should be proud of their 
progress. The Seven of Pentacles is an invitation 
to project a long-term vision. Remember, the best 
rewards come from sustained effort over time, as 
opposed to quick wins. The asker may feel that 
not enough progress has been made; if such is the 
case, patience and foresight are encouraged. Also 
take the time to invest in a solid financial plan 
that matches the overarching goals.

T H E

SEVEN OF PENTACLES
R E V E R S E D

The Seven of Pentacles reversed may indicate 
the asker has not been receiving a return on 
the investment they put into a project, job or 
relationship. The energy and resources they 
provided have not reaped the harvest they 
envisioned. Now is the time for the asker to re-
evaluate where they are putting their energy, and 
discern what is working and what is not. They 
must be very specific about what they can do to 
turn things around, or decide if it is time to walk 
away. 

This card can even suggest they have not 
been fully investing themselves, or have been 
procrastinating; hence the lack of progress. Self-
reflection is needed on the most effective way to 
move forward.
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T H E

EIGHT OF PENTACLES

The Eight of Pentacles represents mastery; 
learning new skills and honing a craft. This card 
encourages the asker to further their education 
or skills in their industry, or immerse themselves 
in their craft. It is a new beginning and a chance 
to move to the next level in terms of work or 
finances. 

The Eight of Pentacles reminds the asker they 
are more than capable of building a career that 
is both emotionally and financially satisfying. 
As opposed to just enduring their work, there 
is an opportunity to be fully present and 
make a concerted effort with every task that is 
performed.

This card is a positive sign to follow through 
with goals, as they will lead to success in the 
long-term.

T H E

EIGHT  OF PENTACLES
R E V E R S E D

The Eight of Pentacles reversed may indicate 
the asker has been experiencing tunnel vision 
and is consumed by a specific project, which is 
not leading to the desired outcome. They may 
be trying to overly control the direction of a 
situation and rush to completion. This card 
encourages the asker to take a step back and 
ensure they are approaching their goal the right 
way. Are they too focused on perfection? Are 
they approaching their work with ease and an 
emphasis on contribution?

The Eight of Pentacles reversed also signifies 
the asker needs to take a break and rest. They 
might be too fixated on career and finances to 
the detriment of the other areas in their life, 
including spiritual connection. Follow inner 
wisdom and adjust course accordingly.
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T H E

NINE OF PENTACLES

The Nine of Pentacles represents material security, 
enjoyment and financial freedom. This card shows 
up as a reminder for the asker to enjoy the fruits 
of their labour. Savour the finer things in life, 
whether it be a trip to a new place, a beautiful meal 
or redecorating a home. The Nine of Pentacles 
involves cultivating an abundant mindset, and 
then translating it into your external environment 
in ways that bring fulfillment.

This card can also come as a positive indication 
that better times are around the corner. If the 
asker has been in the process of moving or is 
experiencing troubles at home, there will soon 
be a shift toward a new beginning. 

T H E

NINE OF PENTACLES
R E V E R S E D

The Nine of Pentacles reversed tells the asker to 
evaluate their life and what is no longer aligned 
with their vibration and sense of self-worth. 
They may have recently gone through a period 
in which they questioned themselves and their 
value. As such, they may have been attached to 
relationships, jobs or material goods as a way to 
fill the void. It is time to take inventory of their 
life and release what is holding them back. They 
may not see anything new on the horizon yet, 
but with patience and faith, space will be created 
for something better to emerge. The asker is also 
encouraged to review their personal beliefs and 
let go of any stories that are no longer serving 
them in their evolution.
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T H E

TEN OF PENTACLES

The Ten of Pentacles represents legacy, 
accomplishment and financial abundance. The 
asker has reached a pinnacle in their journey, 
recently completing an important career or life 
milestone through hard work and persistence. 
This card encourages them to pause and reflect 
on their legacy, and the impact they want to 
make on the world with their contributions. 
How can they build a lasting foundation now 
that will reap even greater rewards later?

This card is also about family ties and cultivating 
deep bonds. It serves as a reminder to spend 
time with your loved ones and build memories. 
To add, this card is a positive omen if the asker 
is hoping to grow their family. It symbolizes 
abundance and a happy home life. 

T H E

TEN OF PENTACLES
R E V E R S E D

The Ten of Pentacles reversed indicates the asker 
has lost sight of the big picture of their life and 
what is truly important. They may be hyper 
focused on finances and unable to see the other 
blessings in their life. This card can also signify 
the asker has recently gone through a challenging 
time and may be feeling a lack of security. It is 
a reminder that at this very moment, you have 
everything you need to tap into happiness. The 
image of wealth is one that promises positive 
emotions, when in reality, those emotions are 
accessible in the present. The asker must be 
aware of what they can and cannot control, and 
know they have the capability to find security 
from within. 
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T H E

PAGE OF PENTACLES

The Page of  Pentacles represents new beginnings, 
passion and the start of new endeavours. The asker 
may be looking to make a career change, or begin 
an entrepreneurial pursuit. The energy of this card 
speaks to the motivation needed to manifest goals. 
It also signifies a desire to learn and expand their 
skill set.

This card reminds the asker to remain passionate 
and in touch with the original drive that propelled 
this project. Perfectionism or fear of failure can 
sometimes stop us in our tracks. The asker is 
invited to remain committed to their path with 
enthusiasm and patience

T H E

PAGE OF PENTACLES
R E V E R S E D

The Page of Pentacles reversed often shows up 
when the asker has lost sight of why they started 
a project or pursued a passion as a career. They 
may be feeling scattered, stuck or a loss of 
excitement. Distraction abounds and they are 
unable to focus on larger goals. This card invites 
the asker to reinvigorate their mind and invite 
joy, gratitude and love back into their craft. This 
could mean exploring their creativity in a new 
way with no expectations of the outcome, or 
journaling on the vision of why they started in 
the first place. 

The Page of Pentacles reversed also signifies 
that important life lessons are coming up to 
be examined and reviewed. Explore the deeper 
meaning of what challenges have been present 
lately.
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T H E

KNIGHT OF 
PENTACLES

The Knight of Pentacles represents hard work, 
a methodological approach and routine. If the 
asker is currently midway through a project, 
this card is a reminder to remain consistent and 
committed to their goals. The Knight of Pentacles 
embodies the energy of planning, and taking a 
tried and tested approach. Now is the time to 
create strong routines and habits that will keep 
the asker on their path toward manifesting 
their dreams. The Knight of Pentacles also 
often represents a plan or goal that will come to 
fruition much faster than anticipated. 

This card may even signify that challenges or 
mistakes along the way are important milestones 
on the road to success. All missteps are pivotal 
learning experiences..

T H E

KNIGHT OF 
PENTACLES

R E V E R S E D

The Knight of Pentacles reversed tells the asker 
to remain focused and disciplined with their 
goals. Do not give up! They are encouraged to 
practice commitment and implement routines 
to support their efforts. Release any perfectionist 
tendencies, and accept that things may not 
happen on the exact timeline, or in the way they 
were expecting. Although it will not be as they 
imagined, the asker’s path is divinely supported. 
They must be flexible and willing to adjust their 
course. This card can also mean the asker feels 
they are stuck in a rut or bored. Create a change 
of scenery if needed, but remain in the present. 
Things will get easier!
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T H E

QUEEN OF PENTACLES

The Queen of Pentacles represents mothering 
energy, generosity and security. This archetype is 
sensitive and wise; she is also very grounded in the 
present moment and appreciates the abundance 
she has manifested. 

This card shows up as an encouraging sign. The 
asker has been working hard, doing a great job 
tending to the material needs of the household 
or taking care of others. It is a time to be 
compassionate with oneself. Consider booking 
a trip to the spa or engaging in other self-care 
activities.

The Queen of Pentacles also symbolizes 
independence and success after a long period of 
effort. The asker’s challenging uphill journey is 
reaching completion; there is now an opportunity 
to enjoy the fruits of their labour in the lush 
garden they worked so hard to grow.

T H E

QUEEN OF PENTACLES
R E V E R S E D

The Queen of Pentacles reversed often shows up 
when the asker has been going through a period 
where they are focused on nurturing themselves 
mentally, physically and financially. The Queen 
is sensitive, centered and generous. She is 
turning these loving energies inward to show 
love and caring toward herself. Alternatively, 
if the asker has been going through a period of 
stress or anxiety, this card reversed is a reminder 
to tend to their inner garden. They should be 
compassionate and gentle with themselves. This 
includes spending time creating a peaceful space 
in their home or practicing gratitude for the 
beautiful and simple things around them. It is 
also a sign for the asker to allow others to care 
for them. Many of us have a blockage when it 
comes to receiving love. It is time for the asker 
to open themselves up to the people in their life. 
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T H E

KING OF PENTACLES

The King of Pentacles represents worldly success, 
manifesting goals and financial abundance. This 
archetype is grounded, loyal and patient. He has 
mastered the art money and trusts himself to 
bring projects to fruition.

This card indicates the asker has recently finalized 
a creative endeavour, investment or financial 
undertaking. It is a moment to celebrate and 
honour what they have accomplished through 
sheer hard work and determination. 

The King of Pentacles can also serve as a reminder 
to be patient in the pursuit of dreams; with 
proper planning and a methodological approach, 
success will follow. The asker is encouraged to 
practice gratitude during this period and honour 
the value of the money they have worked so hard 
for. Choose quality over quantity.

T H E

KING OF PENTACLES
R E V E R S E D

The King of Pentacles reversed invites the asker 
to reflect on their relationship with money 
and how much importance they are placing on 
finances. They may be overly focused and rigid 
about their attempts to acquire wealth, thereby 
neglecting other areas in their life. This card 
can also indicate someone in the asker’s life is 
portraying these tendencies.

If the asker is working toward a goal, this card 
asks them to be extremely decisive and clear 
about their direction. They are encouraged 
to take time to plan their objectives, breaking 
them down into manageable sized pieces that 
are realistic. This will enable them to commit to 
their goals, while also enjoying balance in life. 
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Minor
A R C A N A

C U P S
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T H E

ACE OF CUPS

The Aces point to new beginnings. The Ace 
of Cups represents love, renewal, emotional 
wellbeing and creative expression. It’s a beautiful 
card signifying a period of connection and 
fulfillment.

The asker may be about to enter a new 
relationship or exciting partnership. There is 
a positive flow of energy and comradery with 
the Ace of Cups. It can also point to a mutually 
beneficial friendship that brings happiness and 
deep emotional satisfaction. 

This card is a compassionate one; it symbolizes 
a time of giving with love and open arms. The 
asker is encouraged to look at ways they can 
share their gifts with others.

The Ace of Cups can also be associated with 
fertility and abundance; a child could be 
conceived or born, or the asker may be birthing 
a new creation or project.

T H E

ACE OF CUPS
R E V E R S E D

The Ace of Cups reversed can signal the asker 
feels an emotional blockage. They may be going 
through a period where they are repressing 
emotions, or having trouble expressing 
themselves to a loved one; or even, creatively. 
There is a fear that being too open could lead to 
hurt or rejection in a relationship.

This card also signifies the asker should take 
time to engage in activities they love, to get their 
creativity and joy flowing again. It is a time to 
practice self-love, self-expression and connect 
with their intuition. The asker should consider 
journaling as a way to reflect on what is blocking 
them, and risk being vulnerable with others.

Minor ARCANA
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T H E

TWO OF CUPS

The Twos represent relationships, balance 
and harmony. The Two of Cups specifically 
signifies harmony in relationships and open 
communication. The symbol of this card is two 
hearts, indicating the asker is in a special union 
that feels fulfilling and mutually beneficial, 
whether it be a lover, friendship or business 
partnership. An engagement or marriage may be 
near. It can also mean there will soon be a new 
blossoming relationship in the asker’s life that will 
feel peaceful and harmonious.

The Two of Cups is a sign to engage in open 
communication with loved ones. The asker is 
encouraged to review their current relationships 
and clear up any miscommunications. This 
includes taking accountability for what is in their 
control. It is also a great time to express love and 
appreciation for others.

T H E

TWO OF CUPS
R E V E R S E D

The Two of Cups represents a lack of harmony 
or disconnection. If the asker is single, they 
may be waiting for that perfect partner who 
will complete them. This card signifies that at 
the basis of all successful partnerships are two 
individuals who fully love themselves. The asker 
is invited to practice self-acceptance and foster a 
sense of wholeness until that relationship comes 
into their life. 

If they are in a relationship or have a potential 
love interest, the Two of Cups indicates there 
may be an imbalance or disconnection. They 
must reflect on whether their needs are being 
met. Loving themselves means standing strong 
through self-expression; or, it sometimes signals 
the need to walk away. The asker is encouraged 
to listen to their intuition.

Minor ARCANA
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T H E

THREE OF CUPS

The Three of Cups is a positive card that 
represents celebration, joy and festivities. The 
asker may have an upcoming celebration, whether 
it be a birthday, milestone event or party. It can 
show up as a reminder to gather with loved ones 
and enjoy lighthearted fun and joyous activities; 
something as simple as planning a night in with 
friends, enjoying good food and company.

The Three of Cups also calls on us to review the 
energy we are bringing into our interactions 
with others. How are we elevating those around 
us? Are we fostering joy, positivity and light? 
The asker is encouraged to practice the art of 
expressing their charisma; they have a brightness 
within that is longing to be seen. 

If the asker has recently been going through 
a challenging period, this card indicates the 
outcome will be positive. There is light at the 
end of the tunnel.

T H E

THREE OF CUPS
R E V E R S E D

The Three of Cups reversed could signal a period 
where the asker feels isolated, or is keeping to 
themselves. They may be overwhelmed with 
responsibilities and work, or have not had the 
chance to connect with friends and family for 
social occasions. Alternatively, they might feel 
they are not getting along with their group of 
friends and prefer staying in. 

This card is a reminder to reconnect with joy 
and activities that bring pleasure. It may tell the 
asker to push themselves outside their comfort 
zone, and reach out to someone they feel they 
have a lot in common with. 

Creatively, this card may signify a project that is 
best worked on independently, rather than in a 
group. 

56SOUL CARDS Tarot Descriptions Minor ARCANA
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T H E

FOUR OF CUPS

The Four of Cups represents boredom, self-
isolation and blockage. The asker may currently 
feel dissatisfied with their routine, unmotivated 
or stuck in a rut. This card signifies there are 
opportunities flowing toward the asker, but they 
have shut themselves off from receiving these 
gifts. This may be a result of having been hurt 
or rejected in the past, or because they feel these 
projects are not aligned with their larger goals. 

This card is a reminder for the asker to fully 
immerse themselves in the present moment and 
not look too far ahead. What blessings are in 
front of them that they can be grateful for? The 
Four of Cups is also an invitation to take time 
to review what motivates them and align with 
their inner vision. Keep an eye open for new 
possibilities that will emerge; an opportunity 
may soon be around the corner.

T H E

FOUR OF CUPS
R E V E R S E D

The Four of Cups symbolizes the asker has been 
cutting themselves off from others, or going 
through a period of withdrawal. They may be 
feeling discouraged, stuck or disheartened. This 
card is a sign to see the support and love already 
surrounding them, and allow others in. Perhaps 
someone has been offering help, but the asker is 
resistant out of fear of being too vulnerable. They 
may also feel they can navigate these challenges 
alone. They are encouraged to open their eyes 
and see that much of what they seek is right in 
front of them, perhaps not in the exact place 
they are looking.

Minor ARCANA
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T H E

FIVE OF CUPS

The Five of Cups represents self-pity, loss or 
regret. The asker may have recently gone through 
a challenging experience; perhaps a relationship 
or friendship ended, or they are currently apart 
from a loved one. They feel stuck in the past 
and cannot seem to let go of hurt and sadness. 
This card is a reminder that is ok to feel these 
negative emotions and to give space for grieving. 
However, it is also a sign to not wallow too long 
in self-pity; things are not as bad as they seem. 
The asker is encouraged to keep a positive eye 
on the future and focus on the blessings that 
currently surround them.

T H E

FIVE OF CUPS
R E V E R S E D

The Five of Cups reversed suggests the asker may 
have recently faced a challenge or setback. This 
card is a reminder to look at the situation from a 
wider perspective and remember that everything 
that happens in life is happening for us, not 
to us. The challenge may have been part of a 
redirection from the Universe. There is always 
a silver lining, or opportunity for tremendous 
growth when things don’t go as intended. The 
Five of Cups tells the asker they can’t change 
the past, but before long, they will experience 
a greater understanding of what happened. 
Practice self-forgiveness.

Minor ARCANA
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T H E

SIX OF CUPS

The Six of Cups represents nostalgia, childlike joy 
and happy memories. The asker is encouraged to 
look back at the beautiful moments in their life 
when they felt contentment or bliss. As adults, 
it is easy to lose sight of the wonder we felt as 
a child. This card is a reminder to engage in 
activities that bring a sense of fun and freedom. 
When we reflect on our past, we often remember 
the negative experiences; the Six of Cups is a 
chance to reminisce on the wonderful moments. 
If there are children in the asker’s life, it is also an 
opportunity to play or spend time with them, and 
observe life once again through the eyes of a child.

This card can also signify that someone from the 
asker’s past will return and have a positive impact 
on them. It can be a friend who has been away, 
or a mentor.

T H E

SIX OF CUPS
R E V E R S E D

The Six of Cups reversed is a sign the asker is 
letting past experiences dictate their future. This 
could point to issues or traumas experienced 
in childhood or past relationships. The asker is 
reminded that we always have an opportunity to 
create new meaning from the stories of our past, 
and start anew in the present moment. This does 
not mean repressing memories and experiences, 
but rather, facing them head-on. As such, the 
support of others or counselling may be required. 

The Six of Cups may also mean the asker is 
dwelling on positive experiences in the past, 
perhaps with an ex-partner. Nostalgia and 
reflection is not a bad thing, but remember not 
to miss out on present opportunities.

Minor ARCANA
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T H E

SEVEN OF CUPS

The Seven of Cups represents dreams, fantasies 
and choices. The asker may be brimming with 
creativity and excitement about potential 
new projects or opportunities. They could be 
spending considerable time daydreaming or 
discussing new ideas. This card is a reminder 
to carefully review all options, as they may not 
be as bright as they seem. Once the asker feels 
confident about one path, this card is a sign to 
take grounded action to bring their visions to 
reality! They may be feeling overwhelmed or 
have a sense of not knowing where to start. The 
key is to take measured action in the direction 
of their dreams, even if it feels like a baby step. 
If the asker intuitively feels a project is destined 
for them, this card serves as encouragement to 
see it through. 

T H E

SEVEN OF CUPS 
R E V E R S E D

The Seven of Cups reversed is about choices. 
The asker may currently feel trapped by their 
circumstances and confused about next steps; 
or perhaps they have been going through the 
motions of daily life, forgetting or delaying 
taking steps toward their goals and dreams. 
This card reminds the asker they have more 
options than they think. They are encouraged to 
reconnect with their larger objectives and drive 
their decision-making forward, even if it is scary 
in the moment.

60SOUL CARDS Tarot Descriptions Minor ARCANA
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T H E

EIGHT OF CUPS

The Eight of Cups represents living in alignment 
with our truth, instincts and walking away from 
disappointing situations. The asker may have 
recently left a job, relationship or friendship 
that was not fulfilling; or, they are on the brink 
of making a major decision. They have been 
worried about hurting someone, but know deep 
down that this is the best course of action for 
themselves. 

This card is a reminder to let instincts and 
intuition lead the way in decision-making. 
Leaving a situation that is not fulfilling is never 
easy. If the asker has recently been avoiding a 
situation, the Eight of Cups assures them they 
have the strength to face reality. It is time to 
make the change. Remember, all endings will 
create space for new beginnings that can be more 
fulfilling and soul enriching. Trust that you will 
be supported during that space in between.

T H E

EIGHT OF CUPS
R E V E R S E D

The Eight of Cups reveals the asker feels stuck in a 
situation, whether it be an unhappy relationship, 
job or other area. They are experiencing a period 
of stagnation and are afraid to make a change 
out of fear of the unknown. They are choosing 
stability over following their heart.

This card reminds the asker to reconnect 
with their intuition and strength. Although 
remaining in the same situation feels like the 
safe choice, over time it will become more and 
more uncomfortable. Take the leap.

Minor ARCANA
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T H E

NINE OF CUPS

The Nine of Cups represents appreciation, The 
Nine of Cups represents appreciation, fulfilled 
dreams and life’s pleasures. This card signifies the 
asker has achieved a goal or is feeling content in 
their relationships, career or another area. The 
Nine of Cups promises material and emotional 
satisfaction. It is time to savour life’s pleasures. It 
can also point to the beginning of a very sensual 
romance or an engagement. 

If the asker has been feeling down or sulking 
about their circumstances, this card serves as a 
reminder to embrace the beauty around them. 
Express gratitude and consider journaling on 
recent blessings. As one increasingly focuses on 
the good, positivity and abundance will multiply. 
abundance will multiply.

T H E

NINE OF CUPS
R E V E R S E D

The Nine of Cups reversed signals a lack of 
fulfillment, or a feeling that the asker’s dreams 
have not manifested the inner happiness they 
hoped for. The asker may have focused their 
attention on achieving outward success, such 
as material gains or prestige, but are left feeling 
subtle emptiness. This card encourages them 
to get in touch with what truly matters, and 
reflect on the mark they want to make on the 
world. This is a good time to think about what 
to contribute to others, and also reconnect with 
loved ones.  

Minor ARCANA
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T H E

TEN OF CUPS

The Ten of Cups represents happiness, family 
unity and personal fulfillment. This card suggests 
the asker is experiencing a happy life at home or 
within their family. There is connection and unity 
with loved ones, and a general sense of harmony. 
The Ten of Cups symbolizes living in alignment 
within relationships and a sense of wholeness. This 
is a positive omen if the asker is getting married 
or moving in with a partner.

This card can also serve as a reminder for the 
asker to see the abundance and magic around 
them. Perhaps they have gotten lost in the daily 
routines and responsibilities at home, and have 
not taken the chance to slow down to appreciate 
the beauty they have created in their life. The 
asker is encouraged to express appreciation and 
love for those they care about.

T H E

TEN OF CUPS
R E V E R S E D

The Ten of Cups reversed signifies disconnection, 
or being on a different page from a loved one 
or partner. Periods of instability or discord 
in relationships are difficult, but provide an 
opportunity for growth and greater intimacy. 
The asker is encouraged to seek common ground 
and express their needs. It is also a time for them 
to reflect on whether they are living in alignment 
with their truth and values. Sometimes, it’s 
easier to concede what we believe in to maintain 
harmony in a relationship. Look for clues in the 
other cards.

Minor ARCANA
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T H E

PAGE OF CUPS

The Page of Cups represents creative expression, 
intuition and curiosity. This card marks new 
beginnings and exploration. The asker is 
encouraged to delve into their creativity and self-
expression without allowing the inner critic to 
overshadow the process. This can include artistic 
endeavours, exploring new sides of spirituality or 
sharing their voice through writing or speaking. 
The Page of Cups is symbolized by the inner 
child and reconnecting with that innocence and 
openness.

This card is also a reminder for the asker to 
tune into their intuition and to follow psychic 
hints or insights they are receiving. Look for 
synchronicities and messages from the Universe. 
This is a time to follow your own path.

T H E

PAGE OF CUPS
R E V E R S E D

The Page of Cups reversed indicates the asker is 
brewing creative ideas and projects, but is afraid 
to share them with the world, fearing criticism 
or failure. They are experiencing self-doubt and 
keeping their plans under wraps.

The card may also suggest the asker feels 
creatively blocked due to perfectionism. They 
are encouraged to reconnect with their initial 
joy and passion for undertaking their projects, 
and let that inspiration flow freely. It is a time to 
be fearless and share ideas with others! 
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T H E

KNIGHT OF CUPS

The Knight of Cups represents romance, 
creativity and beauty. This archetype is poetic, 
intuitive and in touch with his emotions. He views 
life through the eyes of a romantic who seeks to 
create love and fully express emotion. This card 
is a sign that the asker may be moving forward 
with a creative project they have intuitively 
felt compelled to manifest. They are following 
their heart and taking steps to make their vision 
flourish. The Knight of Cups suggests the asker 
is on the right path. They are encouraged to lead 
based on their intuitive emotions.

This card can also show up as a reminder to be 
vulnerable and express love to those around them. 
It can sometimes feel scary to bear our soul, but 
this bravery will allow for greater intimacy and 
connection.

T H E

KNIGHT OF CUPS 
R E V E R S E D

The Knight of Cups reversed indicates the asker 
has been feeling very emotional. They may be a 
dreamer at heart, but feel their outer reality is 
not matching the vision they had for their life. 
They are allowing their emotions to run their 
decisions. 

This card encourages the asker to take a step back 
and find a way to release the heavy emotions they 
are carrying. They are invited to take a deeper 
look at their needs and feelings before jumping 
to conclusions and making decisions too quickly. 

Minor ARCANA
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T H E

QUEEN OF CUPS

The Queen of Cups represents emotions, femininity 
and intuition. This archetype embraces her sensitive 
nature and shows empathy and compassion for herself, 
the ecosystem and others. This card reminds the asker 
to honour their sensitivity, and allow themselves to feel 
the full spectrum of emotions that make up the human 
experience. Sensitivity is a gift that will bring about a 
new world. It allows us to connect and empathize with 
the suffering of others. 

This card is also a sign for the asker to trust their 
intuition and heart. All the answers to their questions 
lie within. It can be easy to be swayed by the opinion of 
others, but the Queen of Cups communicates the need 
to stand strong in their truth and light.

T H E

QUEEN OF CUPS
R E V E R S E D

The Queen of Cups reversed tells the asker to 
focus on their emotional wellbeing and treat 
themselves with love, compassion and caring. 
They may be highly sensitive or an empath, 
always prioritizing the needs of others. This card 
encourages the asker to take time to listen to their 
intuition and honour their feelings. They may 
have trouble expressing themselves and often 
bottle up their emotions. There is tremendous 
beauty in the deep sentiments of the Queen of 
Cups. Find healthy outlets for expression and 
release.
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T H E

KING OF CUPS

The King of Cups represents emotional intelligence, 
maturity and balance. This archetype is in touch 
with his feelings, intuitive and forgiving. This card 
indicates the asker is able to balance their head and 
heart in relationships, or, serves as a reminder to remain 
level-headed and calm when faced with interpersonal 
conflict. It is a sign to bring compassion and forgiveness 
to disagreements, but also preserve personal boundaries 
and express needs. The King of Cups is able to masterfully 
strike the balance between honouring thyself and 
cultivating harmony in relationships.

The King of Cups is also a reminder to not repress 
emotions. It’s essential to fully feel sadness, hurt and 
fear, as well as happiness, fulfillment and joy. We often 
avoid emotions, worried they will engulf us. By allowing 
ourselves the space to be human, we see that feelings 
rarely remain the same for very long. Allowing our 
emotions to just be is the first step toward forgiveness 
and transformation. 

T H E

KING OF CUPS
R E V E R S E D

The King of Cups reversed symbolizes someone 
emotional, yet strong, who is having difficulty 
remaining steady throughout challenging times 
or life changes. The asker may be someone who 
prides themselves on personal development, 
but is having a hard time keeping moodiness or 
anxious tendencies at bay. This card is a sign that 
calm and centeredness can only be found within. 
Meditation and journaling could be helpful 
practices.

The King of Cups may also represent a male 
figure in the asker’s life who is emotionally 
manipulative. The latter has the opportunity 
to demonstrate compassion, while maintaining 
firm boundaries to avoid taking on further 
emotional responsibilities
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T H E

ACE OF WANDS

The Aces represent new beginnings. The Ace of 
Wands signifies breakthroughs, personal growth 
and potential. The asker is brimming with new 
ideas, inspiration and motivation. They have 
dreams they want to manifest into reality. This card 
is a signal to go forward! There is a tremendous 
opportunity for personal fulfillment. It’s a great 
time to begin planting the seeds for these goals 
and move forward with confidence and self-belief. 
Consider bringing in crystals or cleansing a work 
space for added support. 

This card is also a sign the asker may be entering 
a new phase of personal or spiritual development, 
including beginning therapy, a new class or 
further expanding their spiritual knowledge. The 
energy surrounding the asker is supporting this 
sacred phase.

T H E

ACE OF WANDS
R E V E R S E D

The Ace of Wands reversed indicates the asker 
is filled with creative ideas and passion, but may 
feel stuck or unsure of where to begin. They feel 
they want to make a change in their career and 
purpose, but are lacking direction or focus. 

This card signifies the asker is on the cusp of a 
new beginning! It is a reminder for them to take 
a step back and reconnect with their passion 
without worrying about where it will lead. This 
will help bring clarity over time. If the asker 
takes small steps every day toward their new life 
without worrying about the final destination, 
the road will become clearer.
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T H E

TWO OF WANDS

The Twos represent relationships, balance and 
harmony. The Two of Wands signifies planning, 
choices and exploration. The asker may be 
overflowing with new ideas and not know where 
to start. This is a time for research, exploration 
and long-term planning. Establishing a step-by-
step action plan will provide the right foundation 
for future success. Opportunities will soon show 
up in business or real-estate. 

The Two of Wands can also symbolize a decision 
with two opposing paths. The asker will have to 
choose between their head and their heart. They 
are being called to tune into their intuition and 
inner guidance system. This card reminds them 
that while their decision may feel it will dictate 
their happiness, true peace and contentment 
come from within and can be fostered regardless. 
The Universe is offering support.

T H E

TWO OF WANDS
R E V E R S E D

The Two of Wands reversed can represent 
indecision; specifically when weighing two 
potential options, whether they involve the 
asker’s career, love life, or a move. 

It can also indicate the asker is consumed 
with worry about the future, but is not taking 
practical steps to plan for change. The Two of 
Wands reminds us to make a distinction between 
things we can and cannot control, and to let go 
of stress over the latter. The asker is invited to 
take a step back, revisit the drawing board, relax, 
and create a new plan from a place of calm and 
centeredness. They are encouraged to reflect on 
what is truly important and what they seek to 
manifest in their life.
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T H E

THREE OF WANDS

The Three of Wands represents possibility, big 
dreams and clarity of vision. The asker is invited 
to become crystal clear on what they want to 
manifest in life. The world is their canvas and 
they have the opportunity to bring endless 
possibilities into existence. There has been 
positive movement forward on projects, and 
the asker may be presented with opportunities 
to broaden their knowledge or experience. This 
card is a signal to keep forging ahead with a 
detailed strategy and focus! It is also time to 
remain centered and tune into their inner voice.

Furthermore, the Three of Wands can symbolize 
long-distance travel, adventure or a holiday 
romance; situations that broaden one’s horizons 
with self-confidence and openness. 

T H E

THREE OF WANDS
R E V E R S E D

The Three of Wands reversed indicates thwarted 
progress or disappointment with the outcome 
of the asker’s projects. Perhaps unforeseen issues 
are arising, or the asker is feeling overwhelmed 
with the pace at which things are manifesting. 

This card can also signify playing it safe; a lack of 
adventure and expansion. 

The asker is encouraged to cultivate acceptance 
and joy in the present moment, and restrategize 
their approach to deal with problems that are 
arising. They may need to reach out to others 
who have the expertise that could support them 
on their path.
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T H E

FOUR OF WANDS

The Four of Wands reversed can signify the asker 
has recently reached an important goal, but has 
not taken time to celebrate the achievement. 

This card reminds the asker to acknowledge 
how far they have come. If they have been 
working hard toward a goal that has yet to reach 
completion, this is a sign to keep up the strong 
effort. Do not let perfectionism get in the way.

This card reversed can also indicate insecurity 
in the asker’s home environment, with family 
members or a love interest. Perhaps they are in 
a period of transition with their living situation 
or in their close relationships. The asker is 
encouraged to be patient and take what they feel 
is the right next step.

T H E

FOUR OF WANDS
R E V E R S E D

The Four of Wands reversed can signify the asker has 
recently reached an important goal, but has not taken 
time to celebrate the achievement. 

This card reminds the asker to acknowledge how far 
they have come. If they have been working hard toward 
a goal that has yet to reach completion, this is a sign 
to keep up the strong effort. Do not let perfectionism 
get in the way.

This card reversed can also indicate insecurity in the 
asker’s home environment, with family members 
or a love interest. Perhaps they are in a period of 
transition with their living situation or in their close 
relationships. 
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T H E

FIVE OF WANDS

The Five of Wands represents disharmony, 
conflict or competition. This card indicates the 
asker may be in a frustrating situation where 
they feel constant opposition to their plans or 
efforts. They may feel like nothing is going as 
they envisioned, and delays are encountered 
at every turn. This card tells them to open an 
honest dialogue with others and to practice 
active listening. Even if the asker feels they are 
not the perpetrator in the situation, they have 
the opportunity to extend an olive branch and 
set aside pride for the betterment of the whole. 
It is a moment to halt any competition or the 
need to compare.

This card is also a reminder to be vigilant 
and review details twice to avoid future 
miscommunications. The asker is encouraged 
to remain strong and patient; they will be able 
to overcome challenges with diplomacy and 
courage.

T H E

FIVE OF WANDS
R E V E R S E D

The Five of Wands reversed indicates a period of 
conflict, disagreement or heightened stress is coming 
to an end. The asker can breathe a sigh of relief; a stage 
of compromise and cooperation has been reached.

If the asker feels there is still some unease within a 
relationship or business association, it may signify they 
are attempting to avoid conflict. This card encourages 
them to address the issue openly and diplomatically to 
achieve resolution.

The Five of Wands reversed also reminds the asker not 
to get lost in the comparison game with others. They 
must stay focused on their own path.
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T H E

SIX OF WANDS
R E V E R S E D

The Six of Wands reversed reminds the asker to stay 
focused on their own journey without being swayed 
by society’s metrics of success. They may have recently 
achieved something important to them, which may 
not be considered significant by others. This card tells 
them to look within for validation and truth. When 
we become grounded in who we are and what matters 
to us, we will be less discouraged by what others think 
about our decisions and goals. 

The Six of Wands reversed may also signify the asker 
has been experiencing a loss of confidence or self-
belief. They are encouraged to reflect on their growth 
and what they have overcome.

T H E

SIX OF WANDS

The Six of Wands represents achievement, public 
recognition and self-confidence. This card shows 
up to remind the asker to fully embrace their 
gifts, talents and successes. It is ok to allow our 
light to shine bright and share our achievements 
with others and the world. It is  time to step fully 
into self-confidence and not worry about losing 
love or relationships as a result. The asker may 
be surprised by how much people recognize and 
celebrate their victories. 

This card also tells them to believe in themselves. 
We all were born with a unique life purpose, and 
those dreams would never have been given to 
us if we were not meant to achieve them. Stop 
playing small; the world is ready to see the asker’s 
greatness! This card also promises success if they 
continue to work toward their dreams.
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T H E

SEVEN OF WANDS

The Seven of Wands represents integrity, 
competition and protection. The asker may 
be facing a situation where external forces are 
coming in the way of what they built; this could 
include people who are jealous of their success, or 
running into bureaucracy on a creative project. 
This card is a reminder to lead from integrity 
and take the high road. When we are attacked, 
it is easy to become involved in the drama or 
conflict. The Seven of Wands is an indication 
to take the high road and lead by example. The 
asker is encouraged to set boundaries and stand 
up for what they believe in, but from a place of 
stillness and inner peace. 

It is time to take value-aligned action. Have a 
risk management plan in place to avoid and 
foresee potential issues in the future.

T H E

SEVEN OF WANDS
R E V E R S E D

The Seven of Wands reversed signifies the asker 
has been bearing the weight of the world on 
their shoulders. They may be feeling isolated, 
or as though everyone is against them. They are 
experiencing a lack of support from others. This 
card encourages the asker to be more vulnerable 
with those around them by sharing their 
struggles. Asking for help is a sign of strength. 

This Seven of Wands reversed may also indicate 
the asker is yielding or going back on their 
beliefs and values because of external pressures. 
Standing up for what we believe in can sometimes 
involve losing the validation of others. The asker 
is encouraged to examine whether they are being 
true to themselves. 
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T H E

EIGHT OF WANDS

The Eight of Wands represents forward 
movement, momentum and action. This card 
suggests stalled projects and endeavours will 
be picking up at great speed. Momentum has 
finally arrived! The asker is encouraged to tackle 
tasks they’ve been procrastinating on, confront 
challenges, and set up a routine that supports 
their productivity. Focus and determination are 
key at this time. 

This card also signals new possibilities and 
opportunities will arrive unexpectedly. Ride the 
wave and practice self-belief and confidence. 
This is a moment for the asker to capitalize on 
all their hard work.

T H E

EIGHT OF WANDS
R E V E R S E D

The Eight of Wands reversed often indicates 
there is a flurry of activity and responsibilities 
in the asker’s life. They feel they are being pulled 
in a million directions by work and home life. 
This card is a reminder to step back and breathe. 
Make time for meditation and reflection. Things 
flow much easier when tasks are undertaken one 
at a time.

The Eight of Wands reversed also signifies the 
asker should stay focused on the tasks that are 
most important to them. Our attention is often 
diverted to the most urgent tasks, while the goals 
dearest to our hearts get pushed to the sidelines. 
The asker is encouraged to avoid distractions, 
be patient and slowly work toward their bigger 
dreams.
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T H E

NINE OF WANDS

The Nine of Wands represents boundaries, 
resilience and courage. The asker may be feeling 
worn down by life’s tribulations, or as though 
they cannot catch a break. They have endured 
significant challenges along their path that have 
made them question their faith and direction. 
This card is a sign from the Universe to never give 
up; the asker is so close to the finish line. The Nine 
of Wands reminds us to courageously stand firm 
in who we are, protect our boundaries and what 
we have built. It is a time to stay true to oneself 
and to practice the word no. It’s not the best time 
for drastic changes; the asker is encouraged to 
remain strong and still. They are protected by 
their guides. Move forward with faith.

T H E

NINE OF WANDS
R E V E R S E D

The Nine of Wands reversed signifies the asker 
may be confining themselves with limiting beliefs 
or victim stories. The asker has been feeling life 
is against them, and perceives they have been 
dealt a bad hand. Now is the time to review their 
mindset and reframe what is happening to them. 
What could the situations in their life be teaching 
them right now? Remember, everything happens 
for our greater good and soul expansion.

The Nine of Wands may also be a sign that we 
are closer than we think to a positive outcome. 
Perhaps the asker feels they are in the middle 
of the woods and cannot see the finish line. 
This card encourages them to strengthen their 
mindset and keep going. They are almost there!
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T H E

TEN OF WANDS

The Ten of Wands represents burden, 
responsibility and service to others. This card 
often shows up when the asker feels worn down 
by stress and expectations placed on them by 
others or themselves. They have too much on 
their plate and are working at a speed that is 
unsustainable. The Ten of Wands reminds the 
asker to be easy on themselves and not define 
their self-worth by productivity or their ability 
to serve others. 

The Ten represents the completion of a cycle; this 
card indicates the weight of these responsibilities 
will soon become lighter. However, the asker is 
invited to let go and be real with themselves 
about what they can handle, or what is not theirs 
to carry. Embrace self-care, relaxation and enjoy 
the fruits of hard work.

T H E

TEN OF WANDS
R E V E R S E D

The Ten of Wands reversed signifies the asker 
has been working very hard for an extended 
period of time, while carrying responsibility and 
burdens for others. 

They are trying to do everything by themselves, 
causing a lot of mental stress. This card tells the 
asker they can find a release from unnecessary 
responsibilities, and delegate some activities to 
others. Life is not all about the grind; the asker 
must take time to engage in activities they love, 
that reconnect them with the joyful parts of life. 
Cultivate inner playfulness. 
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T H E

PAGE OF WANDS

The Page of Wands represents sparks of 
creativity, inspiration and energy. The asker may 
be experiencing the excitement of new ideas, big 
goals and an eagerness to achieve their dreams. 
This card shows up as a reminder that anything 
is possible with a solid plan and grounded action. 
There is an opportunity for the asker to tap into 
their full potential and unlock any talents or 
gifts they have not yet shared with the world.

This card also has a very spiritual nature, 
signifying the asker is unlocking deep truths for 
the first time. The dots are beginning to connect, 
and they are feeling inspired and curious to 
learn more. This is an excellent time to expand 
knowledge and reach out to healers, mentors or 
energy workers for support or mentorship.

T H E

PAGE OF WANDS
R E V E R S E D

The Page of Wands reversed indicates ideas for 
new projects and ventures are brewing. The 
asker may feel stalled and unsure of how to 
execute their vision. This card signifies they have 
pursued ideas in the past, which did not turn out 
the way they expected. The asker is reminded 
not to let fear get in the way of their goals. The 
Page of Wands is a sign to take a disciplined and 
methodical approach; create a step-by-step plan 
to execute systematically and patiently. This is a 
card about believing in yourself!
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T H E

KNIGHT OF WANDS

The Knight of Wands represents adventure, 
pursuit and passion. This card signifies the asker 
may be in a period where they are charging ahead 
with a creative project. They are enthusiastic, 
determined and willing to explore the 
horizons that exist outside their comfort zone. 
Alternatively, this card can serve as a reminder 
to push past any fears or personal limitations on 
the road to manifesting dreams.

The Knight of Wands can also indicate travel 
and the urge for adventure. It is time to embrace 
spontaneity and fearlessness. If travel is not 
possible, the asker is encouraged to try new 
activities and break free from their routine.

T H E

KNIGHT OF WANDS
R E V E R S E D

The Knight of Wands reversed can signify the 
asker has a build-up of creative energy and 
motivation, but feels confused on how to best 
channel it. They may be experiencing indecision 
when it comes to determining the best steps to 
further their endeavours. 

This card also indicates the asker has worked 
hard on themselves internally. Now is the time 
to apply the lessons they have learned to move 
ahead in their life. Look for answers within, 
and see how this wisdom can help navigate the 
impasses that may be encountered. 
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T H E

QUEEN OF WANDS

The Queen of Wands represents self-confidence, 
independence and courage. This archetype is 
charismatic, powerful and comfortable standing 
in her truth. She doesn’t make apologies for who 
she is or what she stands for. This card symbolizes 
the growth that takes place along the journey to 
becoming a strong and self-assured individual. 
The Queen of Wands embodies those qualities 
after enduring challenge and rejection. 

This card reminds the asker they have worked 
hard on themselves and made great progress. They 
embody so many of the Queen of Wands’ qualities; 
now is the time to shine their light and share their 
voice without fear of judgement or criticism. They 
are encouraged to put themselves out there, make 
new connections and open up to the possibility 
of being the center of attention. It may feel scary 
or overwhelming, but the moment has arrived 
for the asker to courageously step into their full 
power.

T H E

QUEEN OF WANDS
R E V E R S E D

The Queen of Wands reversed can signify the 
asker is experiencing low self-confidence and 
self-belief. They have been hiding physically and 
emotionally, isolating themselves from others. 
The asker fears rejection and is more comfortable 
cocooning in a safe space.

This card reversed is a reminder to allow others 
to see your light. Everyone feels fear, but the 
asker is encouraged to push themselves and take 
a chance. It is time for them to share their gifts 
with the world. Now is the time! 
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T H E

KING OF WANDS

The King of Wands represents vision and 
competence. This archetype has experienced a great 
deal of challenges in his life; he has worked tirelessly 
toward his ideals and endured hardship. This has 
emboldened him with the wisdom and foresight to 
become a visionary leader. The King of Wands card 
signifies the asker is competent and capable. They 
have worked hard to get to where they are; and 
although they may experience feelings of imposter 
syndrome, they have more than earned their seat at 
the table. The asker has the ability to truly influence 
and inspire others, and is ready to build a team of 
people to help them achieve their vision. This card 
suggests the asker is truly ready to bring their goals 
to the next level, and can fully step into a position 
of leadership. 

This card also shows up as a reminder to trust 
oneself. The asker’s intuition knows the way; this is 
a time to fully embrace their strengths and wisdom, 
which will enable them to make a huge difference 
in the world.

T H E

KING OF WANDS
R E V E R S E D

The King of Wands reversed can indicate the 
asker has been put in a leadership position or 
has spearheaded a project, but is experiencing 
imposter syndrome. They are feeling unworthy 
to lead, and may be doubting their capabilities 
and strength. 

This card reminds the asker they are more than 
capable to be a leader. They must let go of the 
need for perfectionism or lack of self-belief 
when it comes to qualifications. The asker is 
encouraged to refrain from setting expectations 
on themselves that are too high. It is time to 
be realistic and work methodically with others 
toward their goals. 


